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1.) SAFETY CAUTIONS

Symbols Meanings

    DANGER Indicates a high possibility that “improper handling by the user, may result in death or 
serious injury *    ”.

    WARNING Indicates a possiblility that “improper handling by the user, may result in death or 
serious injury *    ”.

    CAUTION Indicates a possibility that “improper handling by the user, may result in injury and/or 
material loss *     ”.
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1.1 Product liability (PL) Signal Word Explanation

Serious injury is defined herein as those injuries such as vision loss, burns (high temperature, low 

temperature), electric shock, broken bones, and poisoning.  The subsequesnt effects and treatment 

of the aforementioned injuries require hospitalisation and/or long-term outpatient hospital visitation.

Injury is defined hererin as wounds, burns, and electri shock.  the treatment of the aforementioned 

injuries does not require hospitalisation or long-term outpatient hospital visitation.

Material loss is defined herein as extensive losses in regards to residence, household articles, live-

stock, and pets.  Material loss also includes damage that impacts the environment.

*1:

*2:

*3:

Symbols Meanings

< ATTENTION> Indicates items for which failing to follow the written instructions may lead to product 
breakage, abnormal product operation, and/or loss of performance

[REFERENCE] Indicates additional information provided to deepen product knowledge.

[ADVICE] Indicates useful information for product handling, operation, and/or maintenance.

1.2  Non-Product Liability (PL) Signal Word Explanation

© 2013 DENSO Automotive Systems Australia Pty. Ltd
All rights reserved.
This material may not be reproduced or copied, in whole or 
in part, without the written permission of DENSO Automotive 
Systems Pty Ltd, Australia.

WARNING

All electrical work, if neccesary, should only be performed by qualified electrical personnel in accordance with national 
wiring regulations and all other applicable local codes and regulatory authority requirements.

Repair to electrical components by non-certified technicians may result in death, personal injury and/or damage 
to the unit.  All electrical components replaced must be genuine replacement parts, purchased from an authorised 
reseller.
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2.) REPAIR PROCEDURE

2.1 Preparation of unit before repair.

Inspect the original installation configuration of the unit under the bunk. Based on room space for work being available, 
a decision has to be taken whether repair work can be carried out  without removing the unit from under the bunk.  If the 
unit has to be removed, please follow the following steps for safe removal of the unit.  If you think you are comfortable 
working on the unit without removing it from it’s location, complete steps 1 to 3 below, and then go to step #2.2 - 2

      CAUTION!

The UB1 unit weighs over 40 kgs.  Ensure two persons to lift or move the unit.
  
Use lifting flanges at each end of the unit.  Unit must not be dragged as this will damage caravan floor and 
the seals at the bottom of the unit.

4)   Unscrew 3 screws on each foot of the UB1 unit.    
 Removed screws to be retained for re-installation  
 of unit after repair.

5)   Carefully lift the unit vertically out of its location        
 and place on a safe/steady platform, or floor.

                  CAUTION:  Unit weighs 40Kgs+ 

Ensure suitable lifting equipment or number of  people 

are used to lift and place the UBI unit safely            

1)   Remove any furniture restricting access to the UB1  
 unit.

2)   Switch off and then unplug the mains power        
 cord supplying power to the UB1 unit.  For     
      safety reasons please use a lockout device on        
 the plug before proceeding with the repair

3)   If required, carefully remove the outlet air duct off  
 from the UB1 unit as shown in Figure 3.

< NOTE >

Look out for fixing screws on the air duct, and remove if any.

(1) Procedure

!

Figure 2

Figure 1
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2.2  Removal of ECU circuit board cover.

1)   Look out for fixing screws on the air duct, and   
 remove if any.  If required, carefully remove   
 the outlet air duct off from the UB1 unit.

2)   Gently depress the locking tab and unplug the   
 remote connector from the socket.

<ATTENTION>   

Take care not to pull on the cable.

3)   Using a #2 Philips head screwdriver, unscrew the  
 six screws off the ECU cover plate, and remove   
 it to expose the ECU circuit board.  Screws to be   
 retained for reuse. 

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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1)   Using a pair of needle nose pliers, gently pry and  
 disconnect the three yellow/green earth connectors  
 from the circuit board.
 

< NOTE > 

Third Earth Connector has a locking tab that must be 
depressed to remove/insert the wires.

2)   Disconnect all five connectors ( J2, J8, J10, J11 &  
 J3 ) from the circuit board.

< NOTE > 

 i) There are 4 connectors on the right hand  
  side, and one connector on the left hand   
  side of the circuit board.

 ii) Check Appendix #1 on page 14 for a   
  larger view of Figure 7

3)   Disconnect all the remaining wires that are   
 connected to the clip on sockets on the circuit   
 board by applying pressure on the locks as   
 shown in figure 8.  

< ADVICE > 

Use a small flat headed screw driver if necessary.   Take 
care to avoid  damage to the PCB 

< NOTE > 

There are 8 bare wires in all that need to be disconnected 
from the circuit board.

Figure 6

Figure 8

2.3  Wire disconnection on ECU circuit board.

Figure 7

J2

J8

J10

J11

J3
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1)    Using a #2 Philips head screwdriver, unscrew   
 the five screws holding the board, as indicated   
 in figure 9, and remove the board from its location.  

< NOTE >

Keep aside the clear plastic insulation which is at the 
back of the board, for use along with the new board 
you are going to use as a  replacement.

< ATTENTION >

Take care not to damage the ECU with the screw driver.
Figure 9

2)     Carefully remove the new replacement board from  
 its packing, and check that the control cable   
 socket at the top of the board, has a coloured   
 dot confirming same is  calibrated.  

3) Place that the previously removed clear plastic   
 insulation sheet at the rear of the board,  properly  
 aligned with the screw holes on the ECU board   
 before placing them both on the UB1 unit.

< NOTE >

 Please install the plastic sheet with the little tab on the top 
right hand side of the board.

Figure 10
4)    Place the new board with the plastic sheet in   
 position on the UB1unit,  aligning the five screw   
 holes correctly.

2.4  Remove and replace ECU circuit board.

CLEAR
PLASTIC
SHEET 

5)   Starting with the centre screw on the board, screw  
 it in partly (do not tighten yet), enable you locate   
 the remaining four holes with ease, one by one. 

Figure 11

ECU
board
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6)   Partially screw in the remaining four screws,  and  
 then once you can ascertain that the board is    
 sitting correctly in place, then all five screws can   
 be tightened sufficiently to ensure the ECU is not  
 loose.  DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

< ATTENTION>

Care should be taken to ensure that there are no wires 
trapped between the ECU board and the base. 

Figure 12

2.5  Reconnection of ECU wiring.

< NOTE >

Fig 13  is an easy guide enable you check correct positions 
of all connectors and wires on the ECU circuit board.  For an 
even bigger picture, please refer to Appendix #1 on page 14.

Figure 13

Figure 14

< ATTENTION>

Bare wires must be neatly twisted and should not  have 
frayed strands.  Refer Figure 14.
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2)    Depress the lock levers on the J7 connector           
 socket next, and carefully insert the two white    
         capacitor wires. 

Figure 16

Figure 17

3)   Next, locate the connector with 3 wires: Black,   
 Brown and White and insert it into the J8 socket   
 as shown in figure 17.

1)   Start connecting the plugs and wires to the sockets  
 on the board, starting from   the large connector on  
 the top right of the board.  Figure 15 shows   
 connection of the  first connector, with the Yellow/  
 Green wire at the top. 

Figure 15
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Figure 18

4)    Depress the lock levers on the Blue J12 connector  
 socket next, and carefully insert the two Blue   
 Reversing Valve Solenoid wires. 

5)    Depress the lock levers on the J9 Grey connector  
 socket, and carefully insert the two Grey capacitor  
 wires. 

Figure 19

Figure 20

< Note > 

Grey coloured wires

6) Locate the white connector with 5 wires: Purple,   
             white, black, brown & blue, and connect it to the 
 J10 socket which is next to the Grey J9 socket.    
 Figure 20 shows insertion in the J10 socket.
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7)    Next pick the connector with the Red and Blue   
 wires, and as shown in Figure 21.  Depress the two  
 locks on either side of the connector before   
 inserting it in the J11 connector which is at the   
 bottom right of  the ECU board.  Ensure that the  
 locks click into place.

Figure 21

LOCKS

Figure 22

8)    Depress the lock levers on the J1 Grey connector  
 socket at the bottom left hand side of the board,   
 and carefully insert the remaining Blue and Brown  
 wires, as shown in Figure 22. 

< NOTE >

The ECU board has markings to reference the wires on the 
J1 Grey connector socket.

 N = Neutral -  Blue wire
 A = Active -  Brown wire

Figure 23

9)      Three Yellow/Green earth wires are now to be   
 plugged in to the board.  The earth wire from the   
 supply cord must be fitted to the lowest terminal   
 marked “comp” on the board as shown in Figure 23.

< NOTE >

Ensure that all three earth terminals are a firm fit on the 
board.
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Figure 24

10)    Connect the last connector with the black wires to  
 the J3 socket as shown in figure 24.

Figure 25

11)    Tidy up by neatly tucking the extra lengths of   
 wire, behind the ECU board, before installing the  
 protective cover.  

      CAUTION!

The main power cord must be securely routed 
as indicated in Figure 25.  This is a compliance 
requirement.

12)    Place the outer protective cover duly aligned with  
 the six screw holes, making sure that no wire is   
 trapped at the joint, and  proceed to screw it in   
 using the six screws removed earlier.     
 Refer figure #26 & 27.

Figure 26
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Figure 27

      CAUTION!

The UB1 unit weighs over 40 kgs.  Ensure two persons to lift or move the unit.
  
Use lifting flanges at each end of the unit.  Unit must not be dragged as this will damage the 
caravan floor and the seals at the bottom of the unit.

[ADVICE]  

If the UB1 unit was not removed from under the bunk at the 
start of this operation, please disregard step 13 and go to 
step 14

13) Position the UB1 unit back in place, with the   
 screw holes on the unit aligned to the old   
 holes on the caravan floor.  Before screwing down  
 the unit, ensure that the locating tabs on the  
 underside are not in contact with the van floor.    
 Failure to maintain gaps will result in noise   
 and vibration in the caravan. Refer Figure 28.

< NOTE >

In case the screws do not reach the required torque to 
hold the unit to the floor, you may need to decide on using 
oversize screws. 

Locating 
tab

Locating 
tab

Caravan Floor

UB1 Unit

Mandatory Gaps

Figure 28

14)    Plug in the remote connector to the UB1 as   
 illustrated in Figure 29.

< NOTE > 

Wire harness to be fitted through strain relief hooks on the 
unit after it is plugged in.

Figure 29
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Figure 30

15)    Connect the air duct to the UB1 unit, and refit any  
 fastening screws that were removed earlier.

Figure 31

16)    Remove the lock out device off the power plug,   
 and connect the UB1 unit to the mains socket as  
 shown in Figure 31.

17)    Replace any furniture that was moved at the   
 start of this activity, and return the caravan   
 to it’s original condition.

1. Testing Unit for Correct Operation

1. Turn unit on to maximum at cool operation and run for about 10 minutes.
 (refer to user manual)

  Check that cool air is output from vents.  If unit is not functioning, check and re-confirm wiring.   
  (Refer to user manual for diagnosis).

2. Turn unit on to maximum heat operation. (Refer to user manual)

  Check that hot air is output from vents.  If unit is not functioning, check and re-confirm wiring.   
  (Refer to user manual for diagnosis).

For further assistance, please contact DENSO Technical Service Department via:

 E-Mail:  service.department@denso.com.au 

 Telephone: 03 8761 1449

3.) TESTING PROCEDURE
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APPENDIX #1 - DIAGRAM SHOWING WIRE INSERT POSITIONS

Figure 26
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